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Purpose: The aim of this study was to investigate whether the consequences of neurologic
lesions are underestimated when the Barthel Index (BI) is used to assess the clinical outcome
of botulinum toxin injection.
Patients and methods: The records for all in- and outpatients with various neurologic lesions
(stroke, multiple sclerosis, spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, and so forth) who had been
referred to the authors’ departments and who had received botulinum toxin type A (Botox®)
for spasticity within a 4-year period (2008–2011) were examined retrospectively. BI data were
collected and analyzed.
Results: The BI score was found to have increased in follow-up assessments (P = 0.048). No
correlation was found between the degree of spasticity and the BI score.
Conclusion: The specific injection of Botox in patients with neurologic lesions was not strongly
correlated with a significant functional outcome according to the BI. The results of this study
suggest that clinicians need to look at other measurement scales for the assessment of significant
outcomes of Botox in the rehabilitation process after neurologic lesions.
Keywords: botulinum toxin type A, spasticity, stroke, multiple sclerosis

Spasticity is a form of muscle overactivity originating from damage to the central
nervous system. It is defined as “a motor disorder characterized by velocity dependent
increase in tonic stretch reflexes with exaggerated tendon jerks, resulting from hyper
excitability of the stretch reflex.”1 The occurrence, pathophysiology, and impact of
spasticity are still subjects of interesting debate.1 Moreover, there is no consensus
concerning the number of patients developing spasticity. In the few studies that cover
the subject, spasticity seems to be present in disabled subjects with stroke and multiple
sclerosis (MS) at a rate of 19%–40%, depending on the spasticity measurement
scale used.2–8
There are several methods for management of spasticity, including pharmacotherapy,
physical therapy, chemical neurolysis, and surgery, but the results are unsatisfactory.
There is adequate evidence for selective dorsal rhizotomy for spasticity in cerebral palsy.
Nevertheless it is irreversible, and patients may experience deterioration in walking
ability or bladder function, and later complications including spinal deformity.9 Oral
antispasticity drugs are nonselective in their action and may cause fatigue and functional
loss. Furthermore, these drugs have severe adverse effects because of the high doses
required to reduce spasticity.10 Physical therapy is useful, but studies regarding this
treatment are not conclusive. Chemical neurolysis with alcohol or phenol injections
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may cause loss of sensation in the skin and dysesthesia;
furthermore, tolerance develops with repeated treatment,
diminishing their effect.11 Recently, chemodenervation with
botulinum toxin type A (BoNT-A) has been shown to be
an effective antispasticity agent.12–14 The use of BoNT-A
for the management of upper and lower limb spasticity has
advantages. It can be performed as an outpatient procedure
without anesthesia, and the toxin does not cause loss of
sensation in the skin or dysesthesia. BoNT-A has been found
to be a highly effective and cost-effective agent for many of
the common forms of spasticity and muscle overactivity, and
it has a profile that is favorable when compared with systemic
agents and other focal therapies.1
No universally accepted clinical measure of spasticity
exists. Both the Ashworth Scale (AS) and the Modified
Ashworth Scale have a strong association with objective
measures of resistance to passive movement, although their
association with results from reflex-related electromyographic
parameters is measurable but weak. The AS and modified
Ashworth Scale (MAS) can be used with ease. However,
resistance to passive movement is a complex issue. Some
studies suggest that AS may be more reliable than the
MAS.15,17 The final decision which scales to use should be
based on the experience of the clinician.
The reduction of spasticity in the clinical setting is
supported by evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of
botulinum toxin at impairment level,16 although the evidence
for functional benefit is still under investigation.12,13,18,19
Ashford and Turner-Stokes20 published an explanation for
this paradox, reporting that either this was a methodological
problem of the studies, which were inadequately powered
to demonstrate functional gains, or the measures used
were insufficiently sensitive to change following focal
intervention with BoNT-A.20 Precise assessment of activities
of daily living in disabled subjects is important for quality
care and for measuring the outcomes of botulinum toxin
injection. The Barthel Index (BI) is user-friendly and
multiple studies support its reliability and validity.21 The BI
comprises 10 questions measuring disability and functional
independence in a person’s activities of daily living. It is
rated from observation, and the questions are divided as
follows: two items on a two-point scale, six items on a threepoint scale, and two items on a four-point scale. Although
validated and used globally, the BI has limitations in its
application and evaluation: the BI is limited to numeric
increases or decreases in total score, making it difficult
to explain the clinical meaning of the scores or changes
in scores.22
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The main aim of this study was to investigate whether the
consequences of neurologic lesions are underestimated when
the BI is used to assess the clinical outcome after BoNT-A
injection. Secondary aims were to investigate functional
outcomes of BoNT-A injection in patients with neurologic
lesions and to correlate the outcomes with the units injected,
the regions of selected muscles, and the reduction of degree
of spasticity.

Material and methods
Records for all in- and outpatients with neurologic lesions
who received BoNT-A (Botox ®; Allergan Inc, Irvine,
CA) for spasticity (35 males and 19 females; mean
age, 42 ± 12 years) within a 4-year period (2008–2011)
were examined retrospectively in the rehabilitation and
neurologic departments of Rhodes General Hospital,
Rhodes, Dodecanese, Greece, and the Rehabilitation Center
Amyntaio, General Hospital of Florina, Amyntaio, Florina,
Greece.
All subjects were clinically evaluated for spasticity and
whether it would be useful to offer focal therapy through a
physical medicine and rehabilitation physician (YD), and
the assessment of spasticity was graded using the AS (range,
0–4) before and 1 month after the first injection session.23 All
injection sessions were performed under electromyographic
monitoring24 by the same physician (YD) and in muscles of
the upper (pectoralis major, biceps, brachialis, brachioradialis,
pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis and flexor carpi ulnaris,
and flexor digitorum superficialis and profundus) and
lower limbs (adductors, gastrocnemius, soleus, and tibialis
posterior), depending on clinical examination.
To measure disability the authors used the Greek version
of the BI in the original 100-point format. Item scores are
summed to generate a total score, where 0 indicates maximum
dependence and 100 indicates maximum independence.25
The authors set a 20-point change as being clinically
significant, following the most stringent recommendations
of Collin et al.26 The BI score was evaluated by two residents
in neurology (Karvouni A and Kiourtidis D) before and
1 month after each session.
The Greek version of the BI has been used in a multicenter
European study.27 It is likely the translation did not undergo
a full linguistic validation process when first compiled and
therefore it may require further work in the future. The authors
certify that all applicable institutional and governmental
regulations concerning the ethical use of human volunteers
were followed during the course of this research. No financial
support was received from Allergan Inc.
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All quantitative data were represented by number of patients,
mean value, and standard deviation; all qualitative data
were represented by number of patients and percentage. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to monitor the regularity
of the distributions. Quantitative variables were analyzed using
the one- and two-way analysis of variance models. To control
interaction between the variables of time and disease, a twoway mixed analysis of variance model was used; comparisons
of absolute values of variables between groups were also
performed with this model. Analysis of covariance was used
to compare values of variables in follow-up assessment.
Comparisons of differences in percentage for variables
between groups were performed using the Kruskal-Wallis test
and the Mann-Whitney U test (for pair-wise comparisons).
Qualitative variables were analyzed using the chi-square
test. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software
(v 13.00; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). All tests were two-sided, and
a P-value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Analyzing the study population
The results from patients with stroke and MS are presented
in this study. Patients with traumatic brain injury, spinal cord
injury, and cerebral palsy were excluded from any further
analysis because of the small number of subjects. Table 1
outlines the study population characteristics. There was a

Stroke

250

Mean value (IU)

Data available on file for injected muscles (muscle
region, BoNT-A dosage, number of sessions, and degree of
spasticity) and pain and clonus before and after injection
were collected and analyzed. Spasticity, clonus and pain
are parameters which interfere in the rehabilitation process
and influence the functional outcome. Patients were selected
according to the following clinical and functional criteria:
spasticity with an AS score $ 3, over 20 years of age, painful
muscle spasms and clonus, no contractures. Spasticity was
severe, causing difficulties in performing daily activities
and in use of orthoses. Most (90%) of the patients involved
in this study followed rehabilitation programs immediately
after the injection sessions.

Upper limp units

Lower limp units

Figure 1 Statistical difference between stroke and multiple sclerosis (MS) groups in
Botox® units injected in upper and lower limbs.

difference according to age between stroke and MS subjects
(mean age, 62.42 ± 11.18 years and 44.83 ± 8.6 years,
respectively; P , 0.001). A significant difference was found
between stroke and MS subjects according to units injected
in the upper and lower limbs (upper limbs: 212.78 ± 59 U
and 100 ± 10 U, respectively, P = 0.013; lower limbs:
102.5 ± 20 U and 256 ± 93 U, respectively, P , 0.001)
(Figure 1). There was no significant interaction between
Ashworth scale
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3
Stroke

Mean Ashworth scale score
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Table 1 The study population; separation according to the disease,
and etiology of the neurologic lesion
Stroke

Cerebral
palsy

Multiple
sclerosis (MS)

Spinal cord
injury

Traumatic
brain injury

3

5

Neurologic lesion (n = 54)
26

3

17
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After injection

Figure 2 Interaction between stroke and multiple sclerosis (MS) groups: no
statistically significant interaction was found between groups (F (2.21) = 0.380;
P = 0.689); the Ashworth Scale score was found to change over time in the same
way in both groups.
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groups, meaning the AS and BI scores changed over time in
the same way in both groups [AS: F (2.21) = 0.380, P = 0.689;
BI: F (2.26) = 0.682, P = 0.514] (Figure 2).

not shown), while clonus showed a trend for reduction
(P = 0.088). No local or systemic adverse events after
BoNT-A injection were reported.

BI score in stroke versus MS subjects

Discussion

The mean BI score in stroke and MS subjects was 62.7 ± 24
and 57 ± 19, respectively, before injection (P = 0.18, not
statistically significant) and was 64.6 ± 24 and 57.1 ± 19,
respectively, after injection (P = 0.136, not statistically
significant). The BI score increased significantly between
groups during follow-up (P = 0.048). There was a small
statistical difference in BI scores between stroke subjects
(P = 0.04) but not between MS subjects (Figure 3). No
correlation was found between the degree of spasticity and
BI score.

The efficacy of BoNT-A on parameters
that interfere with the rehabilitation
process
An improvement in degree of spasticity (P , 0.001) was
seen in both groups and did not differ significantly between
sessions. Statistical difference was found between groups in
Botox units injected in lower limbs (P , 0.001) (Figure 1).
The difference in degree of spasticity between Botox sessions
and follow-up assessments was correlated with units injected
in the upper limbs (r = 0.5). Pain was improved in most of
the patients but this improvement was not significant (data
Barthel Index
70
P = 0.04
60

Mean Barthel Index score
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Figure 3 Barthel Index: score increased significantly in follow-up among stroke
subjects (P = 0.04) but not among multiple sclerosis (MS) subjects.
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The main finding of this study was a small increase in BI
score, found to be slightly significant in stroke subjects and
not significant in MS subjects. In contrast with this, the degree
of spasticity was significantly reduced, and the other measured
parameters of pain and clonus were also reduced.
The significant difference in BI scores among stroke
subjects, which corresponds to a two-point BI difference
before and after injection, is not significant according to
the authors’ criteria (a 20-point change being considered
clinically significant). In order to maintain the functional
benefits, the session had to be repeated within a mean
interval of 4 months. A possible explanation for poor
functional improvement can be the choice of muscles
injected; however, this was not the case in the present study
because the authors used an individualized approach, based
on the distribution of spasticity in each patient, rather than
a standard protocol. Although the muscles to inject were
not predetermined, the effect of BoNT-A on spasticity was
demonstrated. Nevertheless, this could partially explain why
an objective functional benefit that supports the necessity
for designing case treatments tailored for the individual was
not demonstrated. It is crucial to investigate whether the
improved spasticity after BoNT-A treatment translates into a
better quality of life.28 For example, a minor improvement of
spasticity, without significant effect on patient mobility, could
eventually result to better quality of life if pain was reduced.
Although, a significant improvement in physical findings
without gain in functional status and mobility could have little
or no impact on patients’ quality of life. Up to date, limited
number of studies has used quality-of-life measures (eg,
SF-36, EQ-5D) in order to evaluate the effect of botulinum
toxin (Botox) treatment in patients with spasticity.29–31 On the
other hand, the BI includes mobility and continence items
that are unlikely to be affected by localized treatment of
upper limb muscle spasticity, for example. This suggests that
individualized goal-attainment scales (eg, the ability to put
the spastic arm through a garment sleeve) are more relevant
outcome measures in studies of this nature.32
Pathak et al33 have reviewed the evidence from randomized
controlled trials regarding the use of BoNT-A therapy for
spasticity due to various causes. All but one of the randomized
controlled trials reviewed found improvements in upper and lower
limb impairment with BoNT-A therapy. Similarly, results of the
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present study show lower degrees of spasticity in all patients,
but the injected units were only correlated with a reduction of
AS score in the upper limbs.34 Another finding was that MS
subject required double the dosing in the lower limbs and half the
dosing in upper limbs of what the stroke patients required. There
are differences in the degree of spasticity experienced by MS
and stroke subjects (spastic versus flaccid paralysis). Moreover
there are also differences according to the evolution or not of
the lesion (ie, progressive MS or relapsing-remitting MS versus
hemiplegia), residual mobility and functionality, the ability to
walk and stand, and drug treatment (eg, corticosteroid therapy,
interferon therapy in MS patients). In addition the element of
fatigue and muscle weakness needs to be taken into account,
as it reduces the mobility of both MS and stroke patients, but
mostly MS patients significantly, increasing spasticity further.
It is also obvious that patients with these disorders, but mostly
MS patients which usually are younger, often face depression,
potentially leading to mobility limitations.35
Wissel et al36 investigated the effects of local BoNT-A
injections in 60 patients with acute (,12 months) and chronic
spasticity and pain in a prospective multicenter study and
found that intramuscular BoNT-A injections are a potent,
well-tolerated treatment modality to significantly reduce
spasticity-related local pain.36 In line with this, the present
study evaluated pain using a visual analog finding scale and
found it to be reduced in 90% of the patients. This evaluation
served as patient’s personal improvement. BoNT-A may help
to control spasticity for months following injection.
Dosing was based on the 1997 guidelines for BoNT-A.37
In this study the authors found lower degrees of spasticity in
all patients, but only in the upper limbs were the injected units
significantly correlated with the reduction of the AS score –
meaning that if a higher dose of botulinum toxin was injected,
a greater reduction in spasticity occurred. This finding suggests the need to use the highest dose allowed in the upper
limbs to increase the functional benefits. In addition, the
adductors showed the minimum response to treatment possible, because the units injected in this muscle group (mean
of 90 U for each limb per treatment session) were low (this
result is also shown in other studies38), suggesting the need to
inject more units in these muscles because of the central role
of adductor muscles in lower limb spasticity (K Petropoulou,
personal communication with YD, September 30, 2004).
Furthermore, the optimal dose of BoNT-A for the treatment
of upper limb spasticity has not been established. To date,
only a single study has addressed this issue.13 A group of
BoNT-A experts has recommended a maximum dose of
Botox of about 400–600 IU per session.
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Stroke and MS are very different medical conditions,
with different natural histories, so it is unusual to look at
these groups of patients together. However, according to the
authors’ analysis there was no significant interaction between
groups – meaning the AS and BI score change over time in
the same way in both groups – for this reason the authors
chose to study these conditions together.
The whole country of Greece, which is divided into 51 counties, has fewer than 10 government rehabilitation clinics (almost
200 beds) and units, of which eight are located in the capital
city, Athens (the authors are unable to provide the exact number of private rehabilitation clinics or to provide information
regarding the use of BoNT-A in these private clinics, as there
is no published information available on these subjects). The
authors’ departments belong to peripheral general hospitals in
the southeast and the northwest of Greece. Moreover, in the
authors’ departments, patients from all around the Dodecanese (various islands) and the West Macedonian area (Kozani,
Ptolemaida, and Florina) are treated. Long-term rehabilitation
therapies were offered to inpatients only. Most of the patients
followed therapy programs (ie, only physical therapy) in private at home or in physical therapy units around the counties
and some followed therapy programs in organized private or
government rehabilitation facilities (including physical therapy
individualized home training programs, occupational therapy,
speech therapy, and upper and lower limb orthosis).
Moreover, the authors believe the functional outcome
would be better in an organized rehabilitation faculty where
patients follow more individualized programs than in the
authors’ departments. Because of this, it was impossible to
follow a standard rehabilitation protocol in all subjects after
injection. According to Baricich et al,39 the treatment after
injections could potentiate the pharmacological effect. The
main limitations in the present study were the small sample size
and the retrospective nature of the study. Another limitation
was that subjects with different disabilities received different
BoNT-A doses and a different number of injections (Botox
sessions).
The authors are not aware of any other study examining the
results of Botox injections in a clinical setting with stroke and
MS at the same time. Most studies mainly investigate focal
spasticity results (ie, the result in the spasticity of adductors
or wrist flexors, and so forth) or the combined treatment of
Botox injections with various other modalities.

Conclusion
The specific injection of Botox® in patients with neurogenic
lesions was not strongly correlated with a significant
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functional outcome according to Barthel Index. On the other
side the degree of spasticity was significantly reduced and all
other measured parameters (pain, clonus) were also reduced.
In the future more studies should investigate whether the
improved spasticity after BoNT-A treatment translates into
a better quality of life. The injection must be tailored to meet
the patient’s needs. BoNT-A doses need to be individualized
according to the patient’s profile in order to increase the
patient’s capability to perform basic and functional tasks.
In a clinical setting this reflects everyday practice.
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